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Abstract. In recent years the amount of digitally stored content avail-
able as images, videos, documents, etc., has increased exponentially.
With the invention of public storages like clouds etc., security and pri-
vacy of digital data are of extreme importance. With the availability of
powerful editing tools, modification of digital data is no longer a chal-
lenging task. Content modification can be done either with positive in-
tentions like image and video enhancement or with malicious intentions
like image, video morphing, video piracy, etc. To detect malicious activ-
ities, ownership of digital content needs to be established. One possible
solution is to embed owner information during the content generation
process. So, a secure watermarking (WMG) scheme is proposed using
Wavelet transform, Arnold transforms (AT) and QR factorization in this
article. The novelty of this technique is the unique way of generating WM
(watermark) which makes the WMG secure. The technique is analyzed
using the images given in datasets, signal and image processing institute
(SIPI), break our watermarking system (BOWS), and Copydays. The
experimental results of the proposed scheme are promising.
Keywords: Watermarking, Robustness, Attacks, QR factorization, Arnold
transform

1 Introduction

The very fast growth in multimedia communication over the interconnected net-
works has raised an important issue of security and privacy of the digital data.
The data needs to be authenticated as there is a chance of getting attacked or
modified by third parties. So, a technique known as digital WMG came into ex-
istence for data authentication (DA) and copyright protection (CP) where copy-
right is inserted into the digital content. The other applications of this scheme are
automated control, broadcast monitoring, user identification/authentication and
fingerprinting, etc. The digital WMG scheme is designed specifically to domain
i.e., spatial and transform domain. Based on the perceptibility of the watermark
(WM), the watermarking technique is classified as VISIBLE and INVISIBLE



schemes. Moreover, we can again classify them as blind (B) and non-blind (NB)
WMG schemes depending on the requirement of the CI (cover image) during
WM extraction. The basic requirements of the WMG scheme are the robustness
(Ro) and imperceptibility (Im) of the scheme. Robustness is defined as the tol-
erance of the WMG scheme towards the attacks. The imperceptibility is defined
as the invisibility of the WM i.e., the quality of the watermarked image (WMI).
Based on the strength of the WM, the watermarking scheme is classified as ro-
bust (R), semi-fragile (SF) and fragile (F). A robust WMG scheme will tolerate
a set of attacks, fragile WMG scheme can’t tolerate any attack and the WMG
scheme that is not R and F can be categorized as a semi-fragile WMG scheme.

In the existing works, the WM is embedded directly on the original data or
in the frequency domain. A few works used a combination of discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and the singular value decomosition (SVD) decomposition,
where the WM is embedded in the singular values (SVs) of the original values.
The disadvantage of these schemes is they are susceptible to the false positive
problem of ownership authentication. So, in the proposed work, a combination
of DWT and QR decomposition is used followed by AT. Here, AT is used to
disorder the pixel values using a secure key such that the third parties will not
be able to find out the exact modification done to the data. The combination of
these three algorithms and the way they have used in the proposed work both
are novel. One more advantage of the proposed work is that a content dependent
watermark is generated from the original watermark using QR decomposition
which was detailed in detail in the later sections. On the whole, the proposed
technique is secure and robust, and it helps to protect the copyrights of the
owner.

In this article, a secure WMG scheme using wavelet, Arnold transform and
QR factorization is proposed. Section 2 discusses the overview of the WMG
schemes existing in the literature. Section 3 presents the preliminaries required
to implement the proposed work. Section 4 presents the proposed method in
detail. Section 5 gives the results and analysis of the proposed method. Section
6 gives a conclusion followed by the references.

2 Literature Survey

In transform domain, DWT [4], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [9] , SVD [5]
and Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) are existing. In [16] an adaptive WMG
scheme is discussed, where the WM is inserted into the most significant part of
the CI. A WMG scheme that uses Just-Noticeable Difference (JND) and Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS) along with genetic algorithm (GA) is presented in [26].
An SVD WMG technique is discussed in [18] along with Tiny-GA. Fuzzy logic
and Tabu search combined digital image WMG scheme is presented in [19]. A
color image WMG using QR decomposition is discussed in [25].

A WMG technique using multi-resolution (MR) and complex Hadamard
transform is proposed in [10], where the first multi-resolution transform is applied
and then insert the WM using Hadamard transform. A watermarking technique



which utilizes an optimal transport to map a list of original signals to a list
of watermarked signals is discussed in [21]. In [17], the author has proposed a
digital image WMG technique using DWT and SVD with least significant bit
(LSB)-based techniques to protect copyrights and robust to many atatcks.

In [12], the combined 3-level DWT and DCT coefficients are selected to em-
bed a binary WM bit in the cover image (CI) and support vector machine (SVM)
is used to retrieve the watermark. Here, the PSNR achieved for 300 images is
around 42.45 dB. A review of optical image hiding (IH) and WMG techniques
has been discussed in [14]. In this technique, a review of various optical systems
and architectures for IH and the summary of processing algorithms related to
optical IH are presented. A review of different digital image WMG algorithms in
the frequency domain to prove the ownership of the data into the digital image
without affecting its Visual Quality (VQ) has been proposed in [15]. Here, the
author has found a wide variety of applications and classifications of the same
for digital watermarking methods. The author used the Discrete Orthonormal
Stockwell Transform (DOST) to achieve improved robustness and impercepti-
bility of the WMI.

A selected wavelet SVD-based WMG scheme has been presented in [23],
in which the author mentioned that the embedding in the RGB and YCbCr
color channels achieves high imperceptibility. Here, three different SVD-based
image WMG schemes with different wavelet transforms are selected for color
image testing and eavaluation. A digital image WMG technique based on DWT
and encryption has been discussed in [4]. Here, the demonstration of WM in-
serting and retrieval algorithm using DWT coefficients, distance measures, and
encryption has been discussed. Authors of [4] presented that the DWT through
multi-resolution analysis provides the much-needed simplicity in WM inserting
and retrieval through WM encryption. In [6], the authors discussed the stan-
dard WMG system frameworks and listed the needed requirements to design
WMG techniques, and reviewed them to find the limitations of state-of-the-art
methods.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 QR factorization

The QR factorization [25] of a matrix will be done using the following equation 1.

[EA FA GA] = qr(A) (1)

Where A is a d × d matrix that we need to decompose, EA is an d × d unitary
matrix, GA is an d × d permutation matrix and FA is an d × d upper triangular
matrix. Using Gram-Scmidth orthogonalization technique the columns of EA are
generated from columns of A. If A = [ a1, a2, . . . , ak] and EA = [e1, e2, . . . , ek],
where ai and ei are column vectors, then matrix FA can be calculated as shown



below:

FA =


〈a1, e1〉 〈e2, q1〉 〈e3, q1〉 . . . 〈ek, q1〉
〈a1, e2〉 〈e2, q2〉 〈e3, q2〉 . . . 〈ek, q2〉

...
...

...
. . .

...
〈a1, ek〉 〈e2, qk〉 〈e3, qk〉 . . . 〈ek, qk〉

 (2)

where 〈·, ·〉 denotes an inner product.

3.2 Arnold Transform (AT)

This transform [27] is widely used because of its periodicity. It is usually used
for digital encryption and it is the process of reallignment of the pixels in the
digital data (image). A 2D AT is computed as shown:(

k‘

l‘

)
=

(
1 1
1 2

)(
k
l

)
mod S (3)

Where k and l are the coordinates of digital image, k
′

and l
′

are the coordinates
of the scrambled image. S is the size (height or width) of the image (If the
image size is x×x then height will be x). If this operation done repeatedly then
the output will be an entirely disordered image compared to the original digital
image for a few number of iterations.

3.3 Normalized cross correlation (NC)

NC(B, B̂) =

∑
c

∑
dB(c, d)B̂(c, d)√∑

c

∑
dB(c, d)2

√∑
c

∑
d B̂(c, d)2

(4)

where B and B̂ are original image and the image that is processed.

4 Proposed Watermarking Scheme

The proposed WMG scheme for embedding the WM is given in Fig. 1. The
original image I is divided into 4 SBs by applying 2-level DWT. These sub-
bands (SBs) are undergone QR decomposition and Arnold transform to obtain
the upper triangular matrices (UTMs) of the original image. The watermarkW is
converted to hexadecimal form and a predictive watermark is generated as given
in equation (5). On W , QR decomposition is applied to produce UTMs of the
watermark. The UTMs of original data are modified with the UTMs of the WM
using the embedding strengths αLL, αLH , αHL, αHH and predicted watermark
to obtain the WMI IW . The WMG procedure and extraction is provided in detail
in the algorithms.

The proposed WM embedding scheme is detailed in Algorithm 1. The WM is
generated in a unique way in this article. It has all the information related to the



Algorithm 1 Watermark embedding

Input: Original Image I, Watermark W and embedding strengths
αLL, αLH , αHL, αHH

Output: WMI IW
1: Apply 2-level DWT on I and W to decompose into sub bands (SBs),

(LLI , LHI , HLI , HHI) = DWT (I)
(LLW , LHW , HLW , HHW ) = DWT (W )

2: Perform QR decomposition on (LLI , LHI , HLI , HHI)

QR(LLI) = QLLI RLLI PLLI

QR(LHI) = QLHI RLHI PLHI

QR(HLI) = QHLI RHLI PHLI

QR(HHI) = QHHI RHHI PHHI

3: Apply QR on W

QR(LLW ) = QW RW PW

4: Convert W to hexadecimal i.e., WH

5: Calculate predictive watermark WB from W as shown.

if(Wi = Wi+1) then WBi = 0; else WBi = 1 (5)

6: Apply Arnold transform on RLLI , RLHI , RHLI and RHHI

Ra
LLI

= Arnold(RLLI )

Ra
LHI

= Arnold(RLHI )

Ra
HLI

= ArnoldRHLI )

Ra
HHI

= Arnold(RHHI )

(6)

7: Find

Rma
LLI

= RLLI

a +
αLL ×RW ×WB

WH

Rma
LHI

= RLHI

a +
αLH ×RW ×WB

WH

Rma
HLI

= RHLI

a +
αHL ×RW ×WB

WH

Rma
HHI

= RHHI

a +
αHH ×RW ×WB

WH

(7)

8: Multiply the matrices as given below

RQR
LLI

= QLLI × Rma
LLI

× PLLI

RQR
LHI

= QLHI × Rma
LHI

× PLHI

RQR
HLI

= QHLI × Rma
HLI

× PHLI

RQR
HHI

= QHHI × Rma
HHI

× PHHI

(8)

9: Perform inverse DWT to obtain WMI, IW

IW = Inverse DWT (RQR
LLI

, RQR
LHI

, RQR
HLI

, RQR
HHI

) (9)
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Fig. 1: Block diagram proposed WMG scheme for WM embedding

WM and it is encrypted using the predicted WM and binary WM. According
to Algorithm 1, the OI and WM is gone through 2-level DWT to obtain the
SBs. The 2-level SBs (LLI , LHI , HLI , HHI) of the OI will be decomposed into
their corresponding unitary matrices and UTMs using QR decomposition. The
2-level sub-band of WM, LLW will be decomposed into unitary matrix QW and
UTM RW . The WM is converted into hexadecimal form WH , and the WM is
predicted to get a binary WMWB as shown in equation (5). The upper triangular
matrices (UTMs) RLLI

, RLHI
, RHLI

, RHHI
of the original image SBs will be

transformed using AT to obtain RaLLI
, RaLHI

, RaHLI
, RaHHI

. In the transformed
UTMs RaLLI

, RaLHI
, RaHLI

, RaHHI
, the unique generated watermark (GW) GW

will be embedded as given in equation (6) to obtain RmaLLI
, RmaLHI

, RmaHLI
, RmaHHI

.
The GW is holding properties of WH , WB and the UTM of the WM, GW =
αSB×RW×WB

WH
, where αSB is αLL for LL sub-band, αSB is αLH for LH sub-band,

αSB is αHL for HL sub-band and αSB is αHH for HH sub-band respectively.
The unitary matrices and permutation matrices are multiplied with the WM
embedded UTMs to obtain the product matrices RQRLLI

, RQRLHI
, RQRHLI

, RQRHHI
as

given in equation (8), and the inverse 2-level DWT is performed on them to
obtain WMI IW .

For retrieval of the watermark, WM extracting algorithm is detailed in Algo-
rithm 2. In this algorithm, the possibly modifed WMI, I

′

W is undergone 2-level

DWT to decompose into sub-bands (LL
′

I , LH
′

I , HL
′

I , HH
′

I) and perform QR de-
composition QR decomposition to obtain the UTMs of all SBs. Inverse AT is
applied on those UTMs to produce the RinvLLI

, RinvLHI
, RinvHLI

, RinvHHI
matrices as

given in Algorithm 2. Now, extract the WM WexLL
as given in equation (11) and

calculate W ∗
LL as given in equation (12). The steps are repeated for the other

SBs to extract W ∗
LH ,W

∗
HL,W

∗
HH . After extraction of the WM, the inserted WM

is correlated with the extracted WM as given in equation (4). If the correlation
is high then the ownership identification can be done else it can’t be done.



Algorithm 2 Watermark extraction

Input: Possibly modified WMI, I
′
W ,(αLL, αLH , αHL, αHH),WB ,

WH ,(RLLI , RLHI , RHLI , RHHI )
Output: Extracted encrypted watermark,W ∗

1: Apply DWT on I
′
W and decompose into sub bands,(LL

′
I , LH

′
I , HL

′
I , HH

′
I)

2: Perform QR on all the subbands (LL
′
I , LH

′
I , HL

′
I , HH

′
I)

QR(LL
′
I) = Q

′
LLI

R
′
LLI

P
′
LLI

3: Calculate
Rinv

LLI
= invArnold(R

′
LLI

) (10)

4: Calculate

WexLL =
(Rinv

LLI
−RLLI ) ×WH

WB × αLL
(11)

5: Calculate W ∗
LL

W ∗
LL = QW × WexLL × PW (12)

6: Similarly repeat the steps for all the SBs and extract WMs W ∗
LH ,W

∗
HL,W

∗
HH

7: Find NC between inserted encrypted and extracted encrypted WM by using equa-
tion (4).

8: If the NC is greater than the predefined threshold then the ownership is authenti-
cated. Otherwise it is not authenticated.

5 Results and analysis

Fig. 2: PSNR values for the images in standard data sets

The proposed WMG method is analyzed using the images dataset [1], [2]
and [3]. The original and WMIs is shown in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)



are the original flower image and watermarked flower images, Fig. 3(c) and
Fig. 3(d) are the original boat image and watermarked boat images, Fig. 3(e)
and Fig. 3(f) are the original scenary image and watermarked scenary images,
and Fig. 3(g) and Fig. 3(h) are the original mountain image and watermarked
mountain images respectively. The average PSNR values for the images in three
datasets BOWS, SIPI, and Copydays for the methods presented in [8], [28] and
for the proposed method are shown in Fig. 2. From this figure 2, it is clear that
the average PSNR value obtained for the proposed method is higher than the
other two listed methods.

The correlation betwen the inserted and extracted WMs is listed in Table 1
for the proposed method and the method presented in [21]. From this table 1, one
can clearly notice that the correlation values for the proposed scheme is better
than the listed existing scheme. One should understand that if the correlation
value is closer to zero, the ownership authentication can’t be done and if the
correlation value is close to 1, then ownership authentication can be done. So,
from the table, it is clear that the proposed method shows better performance
than the listed scheme. The PSNR values obtained by the proposed technique
and the method given in [20] are listed in Table 2. From this table 2, one can
clearly notice that the PSNR values for the proposed scheme is better than the
listed existing scheme.

The execution time for the existing techniques and the proposed method is
listed in 3. The first five rows presents the execution time taken by the exist-
ing techniques and the last three rows shows the execution time taken by the
proposed method for the three datasets (SIPI, Copydays, and BOWS) respec-
tively. From the table, one can notice that the proposed method consumes lesser
time compared to the existing methods. Hence, one can say that the proposed
method exhibits better performance compared to the listed existing techniques.
The average PSNR values for the images in three datasets BOWS, SIPI, and

Copydays for the methods presented in [8], [28] and for the proposed method
are shown in Fig. 4. From this figure 4, it is clear that the average BER value
obtained for the proposed method is lower than the other two listed methods,
which means that the proposed method exhibits better performance compared
to the other two listed techniques. The PSNR values obtained by the proposed
technique and the method given in [12] are listed in Table 4. From this table 4,
one can clearly notice that the PSNR values for the proposed scheme is better
than the listed existing scheme. One should understand that if the PSNR value
is higher (infinite in ideal case), then the VQ of WMI is better else it will be of
less VQ. So, from the table, it is clear that the proposed method shows better
performance than the listed scheme.



(a) Original flower (b) Watermarked flower

(c) Original boat (d) Watermarked boat

(e) Original scenary (f) Watermarked scenary

(g) Original mountain (h) Watermarked Mountain

Fig. 3: Original and WMIs for proposed method



Fig. 4: bit error rate (BER) values for the images in standard data sets

Table 1: NC correlation values between extracted and original watermarks

Sl.
Attack Proposed TNW [21]

No

1 Crop 0.896 0.682

2 Gaussian Noise 0.9395 0.675

3 Salt And Pepper Noise 0.93 0.665

4 Histogram Equalization 0.9314 0.678

5 Xshear 0.75 0.607

6 Yshear 0.81 0.613

Table 2: PSNR values for the proposed and [20]

Sl. No Image Proposed Majumder [20]

1. Boat 47.77 45.9

2. Monkey 51.4852 45.9

3. Woman 53.9 45.12

4. Peppers 47.6 44.87

5. Nature 55.28 44.8

6. Lena 49.9 44.37

7. Aeroplane 53.4 45.36

8. Correction 54.4 44.86



The comparison of execution time of different existing techniques are listed
in Table 2 and compared with the proposed technique. In this experimental anal-
ysis, a laptop computer with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU at 2.40GHz,
Win 10, MATLAB R 2015 a is used as computing platform.

Table 3: Execution time for the listed techniques

Sl. No Method Execution time(in seconds)

1. Chou [7] 2.5122319

2. Golea [11] 2.815017

3. Yashar [22] 1.368692

4. Su [24] 1.855

5. Qingtang [25] 1.11399

6. Proposed (SIPI [3]) 0.8525148

7. Proposed (Copydays [1]) 0.85324

8. Proposed (BOWS [2]) 0.852338

The execution time of the proposed method is very less compared to the listed
techniques in the Table 2. In [7] the CI has to be changed to color space for the
color quantization and its inverse-transformation is also involved, [22] involves
wavelet and QR decomposition but it requires block decomposition which is time
consuming and [24] uses schur decomposition which requires about 8N3/3 flops,
SVD decomposition requires about 11N3/3 flops, and the QR decomposition in
between [7] which makes it time consuming. The presented method uses 2 level
DWT and QR only to a significant SBs which makes it fast compared to the
listed tecniques.

Evaluation of the digital watermarking techniques is done based on the fol-
lowing categories:

– Theoritical computational complexity: Upper bound of the methodologies
used for watermarking

– Practical computational time: System time consumed for watermarking
– Watermarked image quality: peak signal-to-noise ratio, structural similarity

index
– Tolerance of the watermarking method against the atatcks such as Gaussian

noise, Salt & pepper noise, Median filtering, Average filtering, and so on: bit
error rate, normalized correlation.

In the table 3, different watermarking techniques have been compared for the
time required for watermarking. This can be done as it is one of the factor to
compare these techiques. If we see in detail, the method in [7] have the complexity
of O(n2) and this method is presented in spatial domain, and as the spatial



domain techniques are considered to be fragile in nature (not tolerant), this
method is not suggested for robust applications. Similarly, the computational
complexities of the method given in [11] is O(n3) as it is using SVD transform,
the method in [22] is O(n2) as it is using DWT transform, the method given
in [24] is O(n3) as it is using Schur decomposition and Schur decomposition
uses QR decomposition, and the method given in [25] is O(n3) as it is using
QR decomposition. The proposed method has the computational complexity of
max(O(n3),O(n3) ) which is O(n3), as it uses DWT and QR decomposition.

Table 4: PSNR values for the proposed and [12]

Sl. No Image Proposed WT-DCT [12]

1. Lena 47.77 42.98

2. Peppers 47.6 43.24

3. Mandril 53.9 41.79

4. Jetplane 48.6 42.92

5. Barbara 55.28 41.49

6. Lake 50.9 42.88

7. X-ray 52.4 43.01

8. Galaxy 51.4 42.45

9. Living room 47.4 42.18

10. Elaine 45.4 41.96

The use of AT encrypts the WM that will make sure that the ordering of the
original pixel are not proper and the GW embedded is also a mixture of different
variations of the WM which makes the scheme secure. More over the degradation
done to the CI is only to the UTM of the SBs which is not significantly perceptual
which in turn produces a high quality WMI. The QR decomposition is used to
prevent the degradation to the sub-bands, instead the the WM is embedded
in UTMs of SBs which ensures the less quality degradation to get high quality
visual image.

6 Conclusion

A digital image watermarking scheme using 2-level DWT, Arnold transform
and QR decomposition is proposed in this article. The cover image is decom-
posed into the sub-bands and QR is applied on all the subbands, which gives



an unitary matrix and an upper triangular matrix. The watermark is under-
gone discrete wavelet transform and then QR decomposition. The watermark is
then tranformed to hexadcimal form andtransformed to binary based on predic-
tive process. Now the upper triangular matrix of the cover image sub-bands are
modified with the upper triangular matrix of the watermark, binary predictive
watermark and hex-watermark with the embedding strength. The experimental
results of the proposed method are promising. It gives better PSNR and good
robustness towards a list of geometric attacks making the scheme robust.
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